SSB protein controls RecBCD enzyme nuclease activity during unwinding: a new role for looped intermediates.
The RecBCD enzyme of Escherichia coli initiates homologous recombination by unwinding and simultaneously degrading DNA from a double-stranded DNA end. Single-stranded DNA loops are intermediates of this unwinding process. Here we show that SSB protein reduces the level of DNA degradation by RecBCD enzyme during unwinding, by binding to these ssDNA intermediates. Prior to interaction with the recombination hot spot chi, RecBCD enzyme has both 3'-->5' exonuclease and a weaker 5'-->3' exonuclease activity. We show that degradation of the 5'-terminal strand at the entry site is much more extensive in the absence of SSB protein. After interaction with chi, the level of 5'-->3' exonuclease activity is increased; as expected, degradation of the 5'-strand is also elevated in the absence of SSB protein. Furthermore, we show that, in the absence of SSB protein, the RecBCD enzyme is inhibited by the ssDNA products of unwinding; SSB protein alleviates this inhibition. These results provide insight into the organization of helicase and nuclease domains within the RecBCD enzyme, and also suggest a new level at which the nuclease activity of RecBCD enzyme is controlled. Hence, they offer new insight into the role of SSB protein in the initiation phase of recombination.